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Abstract 
Vogler, H., Functional description of the contextual analysis in block-structured programming 
languages: acase study of tree transducers, Science of Computer Programming 16 (1991) 251-275. 
This paper provides a functional way of describing the analysis of contextual constraints in 
block-structured, imperative programming languages. As auxiliary formal framework for the 
intended description, the general concept of many-sorted tree transducer is defined; such trans- 
ducers are special eft-linear, confluent, and noetherian term-rewriting systems in which both sides 
of the rewrite rules are applicative terms. Then, the contextual analysis is described by five different 
instances of the auxiliary framework where these instances are known from the literature, viz, 
top-down tree transducers, macro tree transducers, modular tree transducers, high-level tree 
transducers, and high-level modular tree transducers. Hence, this paper provides a nontrivial 
example for each of the mentioned families of tree transducers and it shows how features involved 
in these tree transducers can be exploited. 
1. Introduction 
Usually, the syntax of al block-structured, imperative programming language like 
ALGOL 68 [23] is described by means of a system of BNFrules (or, equivalently, 
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by a context-free grammar). On the other hand, it is well known that the contextual 
constraints (like the scope rule and the type rule, cf. [24]) of such a language cannot 
be expressed by a context-free grammar. This is the reason, why the contextual 
constraints are said to be part of the “static semantics” of a language. Recall that 
the scope rule indicates the scope of a declared variable, and the type rule defines 
the way in which types of variables may be combined in, e.g., expressions or 
assignment statements. Then, the contextual analysis checks whether types are 
combined correctly corresponding to the actual environment. _ _ 
In the present paper, we investigate the contextual analysis of an ALGOL-like 
mini-language called CHECK. Figure 1 shows an example CHECK-program P. 
The scope rule for CHECK is exactly the ALGOL scope rule: the scope of a declared 
variable is the entire block in which it is declared. Thus, the scope of the integer 
variable b is statement stat,, and the scope of the boolean variable b is the begin-end 
block and statement stat, (in fact, only stat*, because 6 is re-declared inside the 
block). For the sake of simplicity, in CHECK we only consider two types of variables, 
viz., integer and boolean, and one type of noncompound statement, viz., the assign- 
ment of the value of one variable to another variable. Hence, there is a simple type 
rule for CHECK: in every assignment statement, the types of the variables in the 
left-hand side and the right-hand side must be equal. Apparently, this type rule is 
respected by statement stat,, but not by statement stat,. 
program var 6 : 6001; var a : in?; 
begin 
var b : int; 
b:= a 
end; 
b:= a 
end. 
Fig. 1. Example P of a CHECK-program. 
Since the contextual constraints cannot be expressed by a context-free grammar, 
one has to look for a more powerful description language. From the theoretical 
point of view, there are two possible approaches: 
(1) extend the concept of context-free grammar such that the constraints are 
included in the generation of programs (generating approach), and 
(2) generate the programs by a usual context-free grammar, and design a transfor- 
mation from abstract syntax trees of programs into boolean values that reflects 
the answers of the contextual analysis (transformational approach). 
In [ 121 the generating approach was discussed. Fischer introduced macro prammars 
as a generalization of context-free grammars and, in 112, Example 1.2.111, he showed 
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how the constraints can be included in the syntactic definition of a simple ALGOL 
like programming language by using quoted macro grammars. In [24] the transforma- 
tional approach was considered. In [24, Section 3.3 3, Watt described the transforma- 
tion from abstract syntax trees to boolean values by means of an attribute grammar 
[ 151 where true and false indicate that the given program meets and does not meet, 
respectively, the contextual constraints. From the practical point of view, the trans- 
formational approach is favourable, because context-free grammars are much easier 
to parse than macro grammars (cf. [16] for top-down parsing of macro grammars). 
In this paper, we give an alternative solution to the transformational approach. 
Here the transformation from abstract syntax trees to the answers of the contextual 
analysis is described by the many-sorted version of five different types of tree 
transducers which are known from the literature: 
(1) top-down tree transducers [18, 17, l] (cf. also [6]), 
(2) macro tree transducers [2,3,7] (cf. also [S]), 
(3) modular tree transducers [1 I], 
(4) high-level tree transducers [lo], 
(5) high-level modular tree transducers [22, 141. 
For the sake of a clear classification of these transducers in terms of two particular 
features (to be explained later), we use the auxiliary formal framework of many-sorted 
tree transducer of which the mentioned transducers are special instances. Roughly 
speaking, a many-sorted tree transducer M is a rewrite system with variables. For 
every rule of M, both sides are applicative terms that are built up over states (or 
function symbols), working symbols, and rewrite variables; in particular, the left- 
hand side contains exactly one state that labels the top of the applicative term. 
States and rewrite variables have a functional type, and every working symbol has 
a rank. We require that the set of states is stratified and that the states in the 
right-hand side of a rule are not below the unique state occurring in the corresponding 
left-hand side. M induces a confluent and noetherian derivation relation on the set 
of applicative terms and, therefore, every applicative term has a unique normal 
form. As a consequence of a completeness condition required for the set of rules, 
normal forms are trees over working symbols, i.e., they do not contain states. This 
is the basis for the definition of the translation computed by M. 
Rather than going into formal details at this place, we illustrate the concept by 
means of a rule which concerns the description of the contextual analysis. In Section 
2 we will formally define many-sorted tree transducers. Recall that our ALGOL-like 
mini-language CHECK is generated by some context-free grammar, say G. In the 
usual way [l3], we consider G as a signature; thus, the initial algebra over this 
signature is the set of abstract syntax trees of CHECK-programs. 
The rule which we want to discuss, describes how a declaration list updates the 
type of an identifier. Assume that G contains the production r = (D ---* D; var Z : T) 
for the generation of a declaration list where Z and T are nonterminals generating 
identifiers and types, respectively. We define a state Type of type (D,(( kt),(it))) 
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which takes a declaration list-this is an object of type D-as argument and delivers 
a function of the homogeneous derived type ((i,f),(i,t)) as result. This resulting 
function takes a type-binding of identifiers as argument and maps it to a new 
type-binding; a type-binding is formalized as a function of type (&t), where i and 
t denote the types of the semantic domains of identifiers and of types, respectively. 
Probably the reader expects that the type of Type is (D( i,t)i,t), i.e., Type is a 
function with three arguments of types D, (i,?), and i, respectively. However, for 
every function f which occurs in the description of the contextual analysis the values 
are defined by primitive (or structural) recursion on the first argument hat is also 
called the recursion argument of J: To expose the special role of this argument, we 
let f be a function with one argument, thereby lifting the functional level of the 
result. Moreover, for the purpose of describing the contextual analysis, it is sufficient 
to use homogeneous derived types [4) as results of functions. For functions with 
homogeneous derived type, the functional level of the arguments equals the func- 
tional level of the result. For example, the result of Type is a function of type 
((&,?),(jt)) with one argument of type (i,t) and of functional level 1; the result (that 
is again a function of type (i,?)) also has functional level 1. 
Now we continue with the description of the type of an identifier after an update 
via a declaration. In our CHECK-program P the type-binding ytir) that is caused 
by the declaration list decl, is defined by 
yti,,(6) = boo1 and y&a) = ht. 
We can describe the type Type(r(x I,D, x2.1, Xj,T))(y~jt))(yi) of an identifier yi in the 
situation where the type-binding yti,) has been updated by a delaration which is 
represented by an abstract syntax tree of the form t(x 1,~, x2.1, +th by the following 
rule: 
The variables ytit) and yi are called context parameters. Intuitively, they keep 
information about the context of the abstract syntax tree in the recursion argument 
of the function. In the right-hand side of this rule the states Ty-cond, Iq-eq, and Ty 
occur which have the types (6,( tt,?)), (I, (i,b)), and (T,r), respectively, where 6 
denotes the type of the semantic domain {true, false} of boolean values. Intuitively, 
Ty-cond describes the conditional in which both branches are of type t, and Id-eq 
compares the identifiers which are represented by the rewrite variables x2,1 and yi, 
respectively. Clearly, the meaning of these states is again described by a set of 
rewrite rules. 
We remark that every many-sorted tree transducer can be considered as a func- 
tional program, e.g., of the language Miranda [19]: then states turn into functions 
and rewrite rules turn into equations. This is the reason why we call our description 
of the contextual analysis a functional description. 
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As already mentioned, the five tree transducer concepts, by means of which we 
are going to describe the contextual analysis of CHECK, are special instances of 
the concept of many-sorted tree transducer. They can be classified according to the 
following two features: 
l (cp): the availability of context parameters, and 
l (s-m): whether the description is syntax-directed or modular. 
Feature (cp) is closely connected to the type of states; for example, the type of 
Type requires one context parameter of type (it) and another one of type i. Here, 
we will distinguish three cases for the availability of context parameters: 
0 (cpl): no context parameters are available, 
* (cp2): context parameters of functional level 0 are available, 
l (cp3): context parameters of arbitrary functional level are available. 
What about feature (s-m)? Here we distinguish between two possibilities of 
building up trees that are located in the recursion arguments of states in right-hand 
sides of rules: 
l (s-ml) syntax-directed: the tree must be one of the recursion subvariables xi,,, 
from the left-hand side of the rule, 
l (s-m2) modular: the tree is arbitrary and may contain states, rewrite variables, 
and working symbols. 
Whereas for syntax-directed many-sorted tree transducers the whole derivation is 
controlled by the recursion argument which is given to the initial sentential form, 
it is possible for modular many-sorted tree transducers that states of the one module 
generate the recursion argument for states of a higher module. FOA jxample, in the 
right-hand side of the rule for Type, the state Id-eq (together with its arguments) 
generate the recursion argument for the state Ty-cond. Thus, (s-m2) allows for a 
hierarchical or modular program development. 
In Table 1 the five tree transducer concepts are classified according to the various 
combinations of features (cp) and (s-m). (tr* is an abbreviation for “tree trans- 
ducers”.) Table 1 immediately provides a syntactic strict-inclusion diagram for the 
Table 1 
Classification of different ypes of tree transducers. 
Type of 
tree transducer 
Availability of 
context parameters 
(CP) 
Syntax-directed 
versus modular 
(s-m) 
top-down t? 
macro t? 
modular t? 
high-level t8 
high-level modular t$ 
(s-m,) 
(s-m,) 
b-m2) 
(s-m,) 
(s-m2) 
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classes of tree transducers. Note that modular tr2 and high-level tr2 are incomparable. 
With respect to the transformational power inherent in the different classes of tree 
transducers, we obtain a different picture. Roughly speaking, the five types of tree 
transducer form increasingly powerful models, i.e., 
Ir(top-down tr2) s r(macro tti) 
E Ir(high-level tr2) 
E I(modular t8) 
E B(high-level modular t8), 
where T(X t3) denotes the class of translations computed by X tr2 for 
X E {top-down, macro, high-level, modular, high-level modular). 
We refer the reader to [S- 11, 14) for a detailed investigation of these relationships. 
Also we mention that I(modular t?) is equal to the inductively defined class of 
primitive recursive functions over trees [ 111. 
The purpose of this paper is the presentation of a nontrivial example for each of 
the five families of tree transducers. Moreover, by formalizing the contextual analysis 
in detail, it is our hope that the mentioned strict inclusions of the computed classes 
of translations are illustrated and that the features inherent in the tree transducers, 
become apparent. 
This paper is organized in four sections. In Section 2, the five types of tree 
transducers-are defined as instances of the auxiliary framework of many-sorted tree 
transducer. In Section 3, the mini-language CHECK is introduced. In Section 4, 
the contextual analysis is formalized by the tree transducers provided in Section 2. 
Finally, we mention that the description of the contextual analysis by high-level 
tree transducers also occurs in [lo, 221. We also mention that in [21] a CA1 lesson 
is documented that explains the contextual analysis on the colour graphic monitor 
of a personal computer by using a modest form of picture animation. There, as 
description language, attribute grammars and macro tree transducers are chosen. 
2. Many-sorted tree transducers 
In this section we formally define the concept of many-sorted tree transducer and 
the two features (cp) and (s-m) as they are mentioned in the Introduction. Such 
transducers are based on the concepts of T-sorted sets, homogeneous derived types 
over T, and applicative terms (cf. [4]). In order to let this paper be self-contained 
and to be able to give a precise description of the contextual analysis, we briefly 
recall these concepts; first we collect some general denotations. 
For every nonnegative integer n, the subset { 1 , . . . , n) of N is denoted by [n]. The 
empty string is denoted by h, and the ith letter of a string w is denoted by w(i). If 
v is a string, U a set of strings, and e(u) is a string depending on the string u E U, 
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then v[u/B(u); u E U] denotes the string obtained from v by replacing every 
occurrence of u E U by 0(u). 
For a set T of types, a T-sorted set C is a set in which each element u is associated 
with a type type2 (c); this association is also abbreviated as c : type= (0). The set of 
elements of C with the particular type t is denoted by Cr. For a string w E T* of 
types we define 
Xw=((Ul,. . . , o~)lUiEC”(‘)fOreVery iE[k]}. 
The set of homogeneous derived types over T, is defined by 
D*(T)=U{D’(T)Ii~O} 
where 
D’(T)= T 
and, for every ia0, 
Di+‘( T) = ( Di( T))” x Di( T). 
The set of derived types over T upto level n is defined by 
D”“(T)=U(D’(T)lOsiQn}. 
Every derived type 7~ D”(T) has the form (w,, . . . (vu,, 6). . .) with 6 E T and 
wi E (D’-‘(T))* and a function of type r has functional level n. 
For a D*( T)-set 2, the D*( T)-set of applicative terms over& denoted by AT(C), 
is the smallest D*( T)-set AT such that 
(3 
(ii) 
CGAT, and 
if, for some type (w( 1) . . . w(k), I) E D”+l( T) with n,k 2 0 there is a toe 
AT(w(l)...w(k).l) , and for every j E [k J, there is a 6 E AT”(j), then co( & , . . . , &) E 
AT*. 
If C is a D(T)-set, then C and AT(C) can be viewed as a ranked set and as the 
set of trees over 2, respectively. 
For the definition of many-sorted tree transducers, we need the concepts of context 
parameters and recursion variable. The D*( T)-set of context parameters i  the set 
Y={yi,Vlia 1 and rE D*(T)} 
and 
For w E D”(T)* of some length k 2 0, the tuple (yl,wcl,, . . . , ykW(k)) is abbreviated 
by y(w). Moreover, the T-set of recursion variables is the set 
X=(xi,alia 1, aE T} 
and 
tYPex( &,a) = a- 
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Now we are ready for the formal definition of the concept of many-sorted tree 
transducer. 
2.1. Definition. A many-sorte ’ tree transducer is a tuple (Q, mod, 2, qin 9 R) where: 
l Q is a finite T x D*( T)-set of states for some set T of types, 
l mo& f~ 3 mapping of type Q + N - (0}, 
l qin t’ g .qith mod(qi,) = 1 and ty&qi,) E TX T, 
l C is a finite D( T)-set of working symbols, 
l R is a finite set of rules such that, for every state q and working symbol u of 
appropriate result type there is exactly one rule in R of the form 
(1) 
where q E Q’ with 7 = (4 (w,, . . . (w,,b)...))ETxD*(T) and a,bET, WEX 
with wpe=(cr) = (a,. . . u~,a)forsomek~O,and~EAT(QuBu YuX)bsuch 
that the following three conditions hold: 
(a) every context parameter and recursion variable occurring in 6 also appears 
in the left-hand side of the rule, 
(b) for every state p occurring in f; mod(p) a mod(q) holds, and 
(c) if p( J’) occurs in J with some state p and mod(p) = mod(q), then J’E X. 
A rule like (1) is also called a q-rule. If the states and the working symbols are 
sorted over the set T of types, then M is called a T-sorted tree transducer. Now 
we formalize the various cases of the two features by means of which we are going 
to define the five types of tree transducers. 
2.2. Definition. Let M = (Q, mod, 2, qin, R) be a T-sorted tree transducer. 
l (cpl): M is said to be without contextparameters if every state has a type in T x T. 
l (cp2): M is said to be with context parameters of functional evel 0 if every state 
has a type in T x Dr ‘( T). 
l (cp,): M is said to be with context parameters of arbitrary functional level if 
every state has a type in T x D*(T). 
l (s-ml): M is said to be syntax-directed if mod(q) = 1 for every state q. 
l (s-m*): M is said to be modular if mod(q) 2 1 for every state q. 
Note that (cpJ) and (s-m*) do not describe any restriction. Hence, many-sorted 
tree transducers are modular many-sorted tree transducers with parameters of 
arbitrary functional level. 
2.3. Definition. Let M be a many-sorted tree transducer. 
(a) M is a many-sorted top-down tree transducer if M is syntax-directed without 
parameters, i.e., M has the features (cp,) and (s-m,). 
(b) M is a many-sorted macro tree transducer if M is syntax-directed with context 
parameters of functional level 0 (i.e., (cpJ + (s-ml)). 
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(c) M is a many-sorted modular tree transducer if M is modular with context 
parameters of functional level 0 (i.e., (cpz) + (s-m*)). 
(d) M is a many-sorted high-level tree transducer if M is syntax-directed with 
context parameters of arbitrary functional level (i.e., (cP~) + (s-ml)). 
(e) M is a many-sorted high-level modular tree transducer if M is modular with 
context parameters of arbitrary functional level (i.e., (cp3) + (s-m2)). 
In the usual way, a many-sorted tree transducer induces a derivation relation. 
For the definition of this relation, we extend the notation of substitution as follows: 
for w E D”(T)* of length k 3 0 and applicative terms 6 with fi : w(j), we abbreviate 
Z[&,w&6 ; j E 1~31 bY ecY(W)/(& 3 l n l 3 &)I* 
2.4. Definition. Let M = (Q, mod, 2, qin , R) be a T-sorted tree transducer. The 
derivation relation of M, denoted by + M, is a binary relation such that 
+,~~(AT(Qv~)‘~AT(QuC)‘~CET}, 
and it is defined as follows: For every & , &E AT( Q u C)= with c E T, 
61 *M 52 
iff: 
l there is a rule q(&+,, . . . , q,))y( w,) . . . y( w,) * 4’ in R with l: 6 for some 
6~ T, 
0 there is a 6 E AT( Q u C u (yl,a})c in which yl,a occurs exactly once, 
l for every i E [k J, there is an Si E AT( Q u C)“i, 
l for every j E [r], there is a sequence 6; E AT( Q u 2) with 6; : yf, such that 
& = &b/d”(sI 3 l l l 9 sk))t: l l l 6’11, 
5; = TIYI,JJ’I, 5’= lIxi,,Isi ; i E Wllb(~)l~~;j E [rll= 
It has been proved in [143 that one-sorted tree transducers induce a confluent 
and noetherian derivation relation (cf. [ 51 for a survey on rewriting systems;. It is 
easy to see that these properties carry over to the many-sorted case. Thus, we can 
associate with a T-sorted tree transducer a translation from (subsets of) AT(Z) to 
AT(Z). Since C is a finite D( T)-set, this translation is a tree translation. 
2.5. Definition. Let M = (Q, mod, 2, qin, R) be a T-sorted tree transducer and let 
qin : (a,b) for some a,b E T. The translation computed by M, denoted by 7(M), is the 
mapping r(M) : AT(Z)” ---, AT(Z)’ defined by 
T(M)(S) = t iff qin(s) =$$ t. 
3. The language CHECK 
In this section we settle the preliminaries for the description of the contextual 
analysis by means of tree transducers: the block-structured, imperative programming 
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language CHECK is described by a context-free grammar and the abstract syntax 
tree of the example program of Fig. 1 is shown. 
efinitian. The context-free graitrmar that generates CHECK-programs is deter- 
mined by the following set &MI of productions: 
r, : P + program D; S end. 
r2: D+varI: T 
r,: D-D;vatI:T 
r4: S+I:=I 
rs: S+beginD;Send 
r,: S+S;S 
r,: I’+a 
r,: I+b 
r,: T-, int _ 
rlo : T + boo1 
where N = {P, D, S, I, T} is the set of nonten;:.inals, the other symbols are terminals. 
Actually as discussed in [ 131, we view Prod as a D( N)-sorted set. Thus, 
r1: CDS, w, r,: (IT, D), r3 : (DIT, D), 
r4: (a S), rs: (DS, S), rg: (ss, s), 
r7: (A, I), r,:(& I), r9: 0, T), RIO: (A, T). 
3.2. Example. Throughout this paper, we use the example program P of CHECK 
which is shown in Fig. 1 (in Section 1). The abstract syntax tree tp of P is shown 
in Fig. 2. Note that tp is a tree over the D( N)-sorted set Prod of productions. For 
P + program D,S end. 
/’ / I \ ‘1. stat1 / \_Yt /---^ 
,‘D+varI:T 1-a Taint’. N’ / ‘\ /\ -\ 
I 
I+b 
‘-- 
\ 
T + boo1 
4 --- 
/ 
\:I-tb T+&i$; ;\ 
\---- 
. - ‘,I 
I \ 
--- tb?l,’ ‘I-J - -_ 
I: =I‘, 
\ \ I 
+a 
_’ 
Fig. 2. Abstract syntax tree r, of the CHECK-program P and abbreviations of subtrees. 
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the sake of convenience, we drop the empty list () of arguments for trees. In the 
rest of the paper we will use the following abbreviations for subtrees of t,,: 
tp = r,(decl, , rJstrrt, , stats)), 
de4 = r&&O, r&L r4, r&L stat, = r,(decl,, stats), 
de& = r2(r&, r&L stat2 = hd), r,O), stat, = stat,. 
4. Description of the contextual analysis by tree transducers 
It turns out that syntax-directed many-sorted tree transducers, i.e., top-down tree 
transducers, macro tree transducers, and high-level tree transducers are not powerful 
enough to perform the contextual analysis completely, but only up to compositions 
with homomorphisms. More precisely, if fcon_an denotes the function from abstract 
syntax trees to the truth values which indicate the result of the contextual analysis, 
then fcon-an can be described as the composition r(M) 0 H (first T(M), then H) 
where M is one of the mentioned tree transducers and H is a sequence (not longer 
than 2) of homomorphisms from some initial algebras into other appropriate 
algebras. In this section we formally describe these compositions and, in order to 
put the descriptions on a formal ground, we start by repeating the notions of algebra, 
initial algebra, and unique homomorphisms (cf., e.g., [13]). 
Let T be a set of types and let JZ be a D( T)-set. A T-sorted Q-algebra A is a 
tuple (A; 4) where A is a T-set and 0 is a type-preserving mapping from J2 to the 
set of operations over In. 0, A, and 6 are called the set of operator symbols, the 
family of carrier sets, and the meaning function of A, respectively. 
The term algebra over Q denoted by Term(a), is the T-sorted O-algebra 
(AT(O); +a) where & interprets every o E 0 as top concatenation with Q that 
maps tl,..., tk of appropriate type to (t( t, , . . . ) tk). Term(Q) is initial in the class 
of T-sorted O-algebras, i.e., for every T-sorted O-algebra A there is a unique 
J2- homomorphism from Term( 0) to A. 
In each of the following five subsections, we will first discuss the description 
of Scan-an on an informal level before constructing the tree transducers and the 
homomorphisms. 
4.1. Description of fcon_an by a many-sorted top-down tree transducer 
We will construct a many-sorted top-down tree transducer M1 which transforms 
the abstract syntax tree tp of our example program into the tree T( &)( tp) that is 
shown in Fig. 3. 
Let A be the set of symbols occurring in r( A&)( tP). These symbols are interpreted 
in two steps. First, a many-sorted A-algebra A is defined of which the carrier sets 
are again sets of trees over A, and the meaning function 4 interprets the two symbols 
check-in and add as substitution of bees into trees; informally, 
+( check-in)( t,, t2) = t,[ envirl t2] 
H. Vogler 
check-in 
add 
check-in check-in u date 
/ \ 
V-4 
\ P \\ po 
check-in envir envir add a int 
y< \add 
/\ 
‘1. 
Io+p >m,k- y p update envir 
/ &\ 
loon-yp loo:-p u~a~qnvlr envir b envir a envir b boo1 
envir b envir a envir b int 
Fig. 3. Tree 7(4)( tp) computed by M, with input tree tP. 
and similarly for 4(&d). Every other symbol (1 E A is interpreted by 4 as top 
concatenation with ct as in the term algebra. Then the first step of interpretation is 
determined by the unique A-homomorphism, say h, from the A-algebra 7’emz(A) 
to A. The result h(~(M&fp)) of the interpretation is shown in Fig. 4. 
We mention that in h(r(M,)( tP)) none of the symbols check-in, add, or envir 
occur. Thus, if Al denotes this restricted set of symbols, h( T( A&)( tP)) can be 
considered as an element of one of the carrier sets of the term algebra Tem(A,). 
Then, in the second step, a many-sorted Ah-algebra B1 is defined, and h(l(M,)( tP)) 
is interpreted by the unique Al-homomorphism, say gl, from Term (A,) to B1. In 
our example, the result gl( h( r( M1)( tP))) of this interpretation is the element fake 
of one of the carrier sets of B1. In general, we obtain the following decomposition 
of LO”-,, : 
Abstract syntax trees -+ IrtM1) Term(A) h AZ Tem(A,)_-BL_* B1. 
of CHECK 
/md\ 
b-4 ty-eq 
update 
/ ‘1 
update 
/ \\ 
update 
1 \\ 
upiate 
update b int 
/ \\ 
/ \\ 
update b int update a int update a int 
update a int 
/ \\ 
update a int 
0’ 
p. b boo1 
/I\ 
i\ /‘\ 
p. b boo1 
i. b boo1 p. b boo1 
Fig. 4. Result of the interpretation Ir(M,)( tP) by h. 
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Now we construct he many-sorted top-down tree transducer and the homomorph- 
isms formally. Recall from the previous section that the set Prod of production of 
the context-free grammar G is considered as D( N)-sorted set where N is the set 
of nonterminals. 
4.1. Construction. 
General assumptions. Let S = {i, t, e, 6) be a set of sorts. Intuitively, they stand 
for identifier, type, environment, and boolean, respectively. Let A = Asubst u &,,p u 
Aboo, u A0 be the D(S)-set of operator symbols with 
A subst = {check-in : (be,b), add : (ee,e), envir : (h,e)}, 
A e_mp=(look-up: (e&t), update:(eit,e), po:(&e)}, 
A boo1 = iand : W,b), 0-q : W,bN, 
A,=(a:(h,i), b:(h,i), int:(A,t), bool:(h,t)}, 
where the indexes subst, e-mp, and boo1 indicate the interpretation of the symbols 
as substitution of trees, environment manipulations, and boolean-valued functions, 
respectively. 
Let A1 denote the D(S)-set A - Asubst of operators. 
Tree transducer. Construct the (Nu S)-sorted top-down tree transducer MI = 
( Q1, mod,, Cl, Check-prog, R,), where 
l Q1 = (Check-prog:(P,b), Envir:(D,e), Check:(S,b), Id:(Z,i),‘I&(T,t)), 
l mod,(q)=1 foreveryqEQ1, 
l C,=l+oduA, 
l R1 contains the following rules: 
Check-prog(r&D, ~2,s)) 
+ check-in(Check(x2,s),add(Envir(xl,&,po())), 
EnvW&.I, x2,D?) 
--* update(envir(),Id(x~&I’y(x~,~)), 
Eavir(r3(X1.DIX2.,,X3,T)) 
+ upd~te(add(En~r(x,,D),envir()),Id(x~,,),Ty(x~,~)), 
ChWr&I, x2,, )) 
+ ty-eq(look-up(envir(),Id(x,,,)),look-up(envit(),Id(x~,~))), 
ChWr4x1,D, &) 
+ check-in(Cheek(x2,s),add(Entir(x,,D),envir())), 
Ch~k(r,(+,+s)) 
- and (check-in(Check(xl,~),envir()),check-in(Check(x2,s),envir())), 
I&()) + a(), 
I%()) --) b(), 
T~(rs0) --* W), 
TyhO) 4 boW 
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Homomorphisms. Define the S-sorted A-algebra A = (A; 4) with A’ = AT(A)’ 
for every type ceS, and, for every &leAT(A)b and ~&EAT(A)~, 
and for every 6 E A - Asubst with type(b) = (cl . . . ck, c) and for every & E AT(A)%, 
Then, h is the unique A-homomorphism from Term(A) to A. 
Moreover, define the S-sorted Al-algebra B1 = ( B1, t,bJ with carrier sets: 
Bi = IDENT with IDENT = (a, b}, 
B: = TYPE with TYPE = {in?, bool, undef }, 
B: = ENVIR with ENVIR = (fl f: IDENT - TYPE), 
Bf = BOOL with BOOL = (true, false}. 
For every v,w E IDENT, t,tr ,t2 E TYPE, b,b, ,bz E BOOL, p E ENVIR, 
~,(lo~WOb,v) = P(V), 
#,(update)(p,v,t) =hw. if v = w then t else p(w), 
~(PcJO = hv. unde_f; 
#, (and)( bl ,b,) = true iff bl is true and b2 is true, 
#,( ty-eq)( t, ,t2) = true iff t, = t2 and tl ,t2 E {in?, bool}, 
and, for every symbol S of A,,: 
Then, g, is the unique A, -homomorphism from Term( A *) to B1. 
We do not show the computation of M1 on the abstract syntax tree tp of our 
example program P, because top-down tree transducers form a rather poor descrip- 
tion language, and hence, they need many auxiliary working symbols (like check-in, 
add, and envir in our example) to describe the intended function on trees. 
4.2. Description off,,_,, by a many-sorted macro tree transducer 
The many-sorted macro tree transducer M2 performs the composition of I( Ml) 
and h, i.e., 7( M2) = r( MI) 0 h. Thus, for tp, M2 immediately computes the tree that 
is shown in Fig. 4. Roughly speaking, this is possible, because macro tree transducers 
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may have context parameters of functional level 0. Then the environments that are 
built up by declarations, can be stored in context parameters, and the interpretation 
of check-in, add, and envir can be realized by M2 itself. Since the output tree 
T( A&)( tP) is interpreted by the homomorphism g1 in the algebra B1 , we obtain the 
following decomposition of fcon_an : 
Abstract syntax trees - T(M2) Term(A,) * B1. 
of CHECK 
4.2. Constraction. 
General assumptions. Let S and Al be defined as in Construction 4.1. 
Tree transducer. Define the (Nu @-sorted macro tree transducer M2 = 
( Q2, mod*, C2, Check-prog,&) as follows: 
l Q2 = {Check-prog: (P,b), Envir: (D,(e,e)), Check: (S,(e$)), Id: (I$), Ty: (T’t)), 
l modz( q) = 1 for every state q E Q2, 
. &=ProduAl, 
l R2 contains the following rules: 
Homomorphism. The Al-homomorphism g, is defined as in Construction 4.1. 
Here we show how M2 computes on the abstract syntax tree tp of our example 
program R We use the abbreviations for subtrees of tP as defined in Section 3, and 
denote the terms Envir( decl,)(p,-,()) and Envir( decl,)(Envir( decZ,)(pO())) by e, and 
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e2, respectively. For the sake of convenience, we drop the empty argument list () 
everywhere. 
Check--prog( tp) 
* Check( r6( stat,, sfat2))(Envir( decl,)( PO)) 
3 and(Check(stat,)(e,),Check(stat2)(e,)! 
* and(Check(stat3)( e,),Check( stat2)( e,)) 
* and( ty-eq(look-up( e2 ,Id( r,)),look-up( e2 ,Id( r,))),Check( stat2)( e,)) 
*2 and (ty-eq( look-up( e2, b),look-up( et, a)),Check( stat2)( e,)) 
*3 and ( ty-eq(look-up(e2, b),look-up(e2, a)), 
ty-eq( look-up( e, , b),look-up( eI , a)). 
Separately, we compute el = Envir( decl&J and e2 = Envir( dec12)( e,). 
En&( decl,)(& 
update(E~vir(Ms, r~o))(po),Id(r~),Ty(r~)) 
update(update(po,Id(rs),Ty(rlo)),a,int) 
update(update(pO,b,bool),a,int) and 
Envir( dec12)(envir( decl,)(po)) 
update(Envir(decl,)(po),Id(r*),Ty(r,)) 
update(update(update(p,, b,bool),a,int),b,int). 
We use the following abbreviations for trees: 
tl = update(update(p,,b,bool),a,int), 
t2 = update(update(update(p,-,,b,bool),a,int),b,int). 
Thus, M2 computes the tree 
and(ty-eq(look-up(t2,b),look-up(t,,a)), 
ty-eq(look-up(t,,b),look-up(tI,a))), 
which is shown in Fig. 4. 
4.3. Description of fcOcan by c many-sorted modular tree transducer 
The modular tree transducer M3 completely performs the contel ual analysis 
f con-an 9 i.e., M3 maps the abstract syntax tree of every CHECK-program either to 
true or false. Roughly speaking, the macro tree transducer M2 forms the first module 
of M3 and the homomorphism gl is realized by two additional modules. The 
interpretation is achieved by replacing, in the rules of the macro tree transducer 
M2, every working symbol in de_,,,,, u Aboo, by a state with appropriate rules. For 
the sake of completeness we show the “decomposition” picture in this situation. 
Abstract syntax trees - T(M3) {true, false} 
of CHECK 
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General assumptions. Let S and A0 be defined as in Construction 4.1. 
Tree transducer. Define the (IV u S)-sorted modular tree transducer A& = 
( Q3, mod3, & , Check-prog,R,) as follows: 
l Q3 = Q3,1 u Q3.2 v Q3.3, where 
l Q3,* = {Check-prog, Envir, Check, Id, Ty} with the same typing as in A&, 
l 43.2 = WPaate: M&e)), L-k-up: (44th Ad: OW,W, TY-@w @kW), 
Id-q: (i(W)} 
l Q3,3 = { Em-cond : (6,( ee,e)), Ty-cond :(6,( a,?))} 
v {Ty-test, : (t,b) 1 z E { int, bool, undef }} 
u {Id-test, : (i,b) 1 z E {a,b}}, 
l for every i E [3 1, modT’( i) = Q3,i, 
l Z3 = Prod v A0 v (undef : (A,t), true : (h,b), false : (h,b), po: (h,e), $ : (ite,e)}, 
l R3 contains the following rules: 
module I: 
Ch~k=prog(r,(x,,,,X2,S)) 
-+ Check(x,,~)(Envir(x,,~)(PoO)), 
Envir(r,(x,,l,X2,~))(Yc) 
+ Update(y,)(Id(x,,,),Ty(~2,~)), 
Envir(r3(XI,D,%2,,,X3.T))(Yc) 
+ Upaate(Envir(xl.o)(yc))(Id(x2.1),Ty(x,,,)), 
Check(r4(xl.,,XZ,,))(y,) 
4 Ty_ecr(-k-up(y~)(Ia(xl ,)))(Look=up(y=)(Id(#2,,))), . 
Check(r,(x,,,,x,,s))(y,) 
3 Check(x2,s)(Envir(x,,,)(y,)), 
Check(r,(x,,s,x,,s))(yc) 
+ And(Checkh s)(y,))(Check(x2,s)(y,)), . 
IdhO) --) a(), 
WtO) + bo, 
TYM~ + W), 
T~(r,o0) - boolO; 
module 2: 
Wate(po())(yi,ut) + NYi,Y,,po())v 
UpdaW(xl,i, ~2.t~ ~3,e)h, at) 
+ Env-cond(Id-eq(xl,i)(yi)) 
($(Xl,i,Y~r~3,c)9$(Xl,i,Xz,r,Updafe(~3,,)(Yi,Yt))), 
bok~up(POO)(Yi) 3 undef09 
~ok-uP($(X~,i,X,,,,X,,))(Yi) 
+ Ty-cond(Id-eq(~,,i)(yi))(~2,,,Look-up(~3,=)(Yi)), 
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Ad(t~d))(yd + YI,, 
And(false())(yb) + false(), 
Ty-eq(~o)(~~) --, Ty-test,(y,) for every z E { int,bool}, 
‘Q-eq(undef()W) 3 false(), 
~d_eSl(zo)(yi) + Id4eSt,(yi) for every z E (46); 
module 3: 
Env-c-d( t~e())(n,oy2.c) + Yl,e, 
Env-~~d(fa~seO)(y~,e,Y~,e) 3 ~2.0 
Ty~ond(trueO)(yl,,,y2,,) 4 yl,t, 
Ty~ond(fa~~eO)(y,,,,y2,,) + ~2,~~ 
for every z E {int,bool) and Z’E (int, boo& undef) with z # z’: 
‘b-~e&M)) + t~e0, 
Ty-test&‘()) + false(), 
for every z,z’ E {a,b) with z # z’: 
Id-test&()) + ttwe() 
Id-test&‘()) + false(). 
Homomorphism. Not necessary. 
We do not show the complete computation of MS on the abstract syntax tree tp. 
Rather, we evaluate the sentential forms 
5, = Update(Update(Update(pJ( b,bool))( a,int))( b,int), 
t2 = -k-up(&)(b), 
& = And(Ty~(52)(int))(Ty-~(bool)(int)), 
where we have dropped again the empty lists of arguments. 
& =Update(Update(Update(p,-J(b,bool))(a,int))(b,int) 
* Update(Update($( b,booZ,p,,))(u,int))( b,int) 
+ Update(Env-cond(Id-eq( b)( a)) 
(%(b,int,po),$(b,bool,Update(po)(a,int))))(b,int) 
_ Update( Em-cond( false) 
($(b,int,po),$(b,bool,Update(po)(a,int))))(b,int) 
* Update($( b,bool,Update(pO)( a,int)))( b,int) 
* Update($( b,booZ,$(a,int,p,)))( b,int) 
* Eav-coad(Id-eq(b)(b))($(b,int,$(a,int,pO)), 
$( b,booZ,Update($( a,int,pd( b,intD) 
a2 Env-cond( true)($( b,int,$(a,int,pO)), 
$(b,boor,Update($(a,int,po))(b,int))) 
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$(b,int,%(a,int,~‘,)); 
52 = -k-uP(&W) 
* Ty-cond(Id-eq( b)( b))( int,Look-up($( a,int,po))( b)) 
*2 Ty-cond( true)(int,Look-up($(a,int,p,))(b)) 
* int; 
53 = And(Tyscl(~2)(int))(Ty_eq(bool)(int)) 
And(Ty-eq( int)( int))(Ty-eq( bool)( int)) 
And(Ty-t&i”& int))(Ty-te&,,,,,,( int)) 
And( true)( false) 
false. 
Thus, 
yielding 
1 the modular tree transducer M3 computes the complete contextual analysis 
the answer false for our example program R The graph in Fig. 5 shows 
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the dependencies between the states of M3: the nodes are the states, and a directed 
edge is drawn from state q to state p, if p occurs in the right-hand side of a q-rule. 
Note that, for states q and p in the same module, if there is an edge from q to p, 
then the first argument of p is one of the recursion variables. 
c____c---- ----- 
- - * -_ 
If \ 
I h 
I I Check-prog - Check d Id - Envir -Ty 
\ 
\ 
I 
/ 
\ module 3 / \ -- ____-___ --- --we-- 
Fig. 5. Dependency graph of states of MS. 
4.4. Description of f-n-an by a many-sorted high-level tree transducer 
The high-level tree transducer M4 covers the tree transformation 7(M2) of the 
macro tree transducer M2. Moreover, since high-level tree transducers may have 
context parameters of arbitrary functional evel, we now can realize the environment, 
i.e., the bindings between identifiers and types, by such a parameter of functional 
level 1. Thus, it is intuitively clear that we can get rid of the symbols update and 
look-up, because they were used to represent manipulations of the environment. In 
Fig. 6 the tree computed by M4 is shown. 
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id-eq int cond id-eq int cond 
ty-eq 
/ ‘\ 
cond cond 
id-eq boo1 undef 
I2 
id-eq boo1 undef 
b’ ‘a 
id-eq boo1 undef id-eq boo1 undef 
lx b’ : 
Fig. 6. Tree T(M.,)(~~) computed by A& with input tree t,. 
Let A2 be the set of symbols occurring in T(MJ( tP). Then, we construct the 
many-sorted At-algebra & and interpret r(M,)( tP) by means of the unique AZ- 
homomorphism a2 from the term algebra Term(A*) to B2. We mention that A2 is a 
“simpler” set of operators than A, in the sense that the environment processing 
operations update and look-up are replaced by the boolean operations cond and 
id-eq. In general, we obtain the following decomposition: 
Abstract syntax trees - T(M4) Term(A,) -% B2. 
of CHECK 
4.4. Construction. 
Genera2 assumptions. Let S2 = {i, t, 6) and let 
AZ = &nd v Abool U Ao 
A cond =(cond : (btt,t), id-eq: (ii,b), undef: (h,t)} 
and Aboo, and A0 are defined as in Construction 4.1. 
Gee transducer. Construct the (N u S&sorted high-level tree transducer A& = 
( Q4, mod,, & , Check-prog , R4) as follows: 
l Q4= {Chedc-prog: (P,b),Type:(D,((i,t),(i,t))), In-type:@,(Q)), 
Check : (S,W),O,W)), Id : W, Ty : ( T,t)L 
l modd( q) = 1 for every state q E Q4, 
l &=ProduA2, 
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l R4 contains the following rules: 
Check=prog(r,(x,,,,X2,S)) 
+ Ch~k(x,,~)(Type(~l,~)(I~-~~(~~*~)))O, 
TyPe(rAX1,,, xZ,T))(Y(~t))(Yi) 
+ COnd(id-eq(Id(~,,~),yi),Ty(X2,~),Y(~t,(Yi)), 
TypdrdX,,Ds x2.1, ~~,~))(Y(~t))(yi) 
* cond(id-eq(1d(x2,1 ),Yi),TY(x3,T),TYPe(~~,~)(Y~~~~)(Yi)), 
In-~Pe(r,(x,,,,x,,,))(Yi) 3 un&fO, 
In-tyPe(~~(x*.D,x2,,,~~,~))(Yi) + undef(), 
Ch~Wch,,,x2.~ MYdO 
3 ru-etl(Y~i,,(Id(x,,,)),vcil,(Ia(x2.r NJ, 
Check(rS(X1,D,X2,S))(Y~jl))0 
+ Check(x,,,)(Type(x~,D)(Y~~,~)O, 
Ch@r,(x,,s, xz,s))(Ygt,)O 
+ ond(Check(x,,s)(Y~i,,)O,Check(x2.s)(Y~*,~~)O), 
W,O) - a(), 
Wr,O) --* b0, 
TyhO) + W), 
TyhO) + boW 
Homomorphism. Define the &-sorted AZ-algebra B2 = ( B2 ; t,$) with carrier sets 
Bg = Bf for every c E &, and for every v,w E IDENT, b E BOOL, and tl ,t2 E TYPE, 
t,b2( cond)( b,t, , t2) = if b then tl else t2, 
#2( id-eq)( v,w) = true iff v = w, 
M4ndefN=--Wi 
and for every operator symbol d E A2 - Acond , e2( 6) = I,!&( 6). 
Then, g2 is the unique A,-homomorphism from Term(A,) to B2. 
Next we show the computation of M4 on the abstract syntax tree tp of R We use 
the abbreviations of subtrees as introduced in Section 3 and define 
el = Type( decl,)( In-type( decJ& 
e2 = Type( dec12) (Type( dec& ) (In-type( decl, ) ) ) . 
We drop the empty list of arguments from a() and 60, but nowhere else. 
Check-prog( tp) 
Ch=W&tat,, stat2))k)0 
and(Check(stat,)(e,)(),Check(stat2)(e,)()) 
and(Check(stat,)(Typ(declz)(er))O,Check(stat2)(e,)O) 
and(ty_eq(e2(~d(r~)),e2(Id(r~))),tv-eq(el(Id(r,)),e,(Id(r,)))) 
and(ty_eq(e2(b),e2(a))@eq(el(b),el(a))). 
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In an intermediate computation we evaluate e,(b) and e,(b): 
e,(b) =Type(dec~,)(In-type(decl,)) 
cond(id-eq(Ia(r,),b),Ty(r,),Type(r,(r,, r~o)) In-env(decr,))(B)) 
cond(id-eq(a,b),jnt,Type(r,(r,, r,o))(In-type(dec~,))(b)) 
cond(id-eq(a,b),int, 
cond(id-eq(W~),~),Ty(r,,),IWpNdecHO)) 
cond(id-eq(a,b),int,cond(id-eg(b,b),booZ,~n-~~(decl,)(b))) 
cond(id-eq(a,b),int,cond(jd-eq(b,b),bool,undef)); 
e&b) =Type(decl,)(eN4 
cond(id-eq(Id(rs),b),Ty(r,),e,(b)) 
cond (id-eq( b,b),int,e& b)) 
cond( id-eq( 6,6)&t, 
cond(id-eq(a,b),int,cond(id-eq(b,b),bool,undef))). 
In a similar way, A& evaluates Type(decl,)(e,)(a) and e,(a), and the final tree is 
shown in Fig. 6. This tree is mapped by the unique homomorphism g2 (from the 
term algebra Temr(A2) PO B2) to the value false. 
4.5. Description of fcO,,_an by a many-sorted high-level modular tree transducer 
The high-level modular tree transducer MS completely performs the function 
f con-an l Roughly speaking, the first module of MS is determined by the high-level 
tree transducer MS, and the two additional modules realize the interpretation 
symbols by the homomorphism g2. The description of &,,n_an can be represented 
follows. 
of 
as 
Abstract syntax trees - T(Ms) {true, false). 
of CHECK 
4.5. Constructiorn. 
General assumptions. Let S2 be defined as in Construction 4.4. 
Tree transducer. Define the (N u S2)-sorted high-level modular tree transducer 
MS = ( Q5, mod,, & , Check-prog,R,) as follows: 
OS = QW u Q5.2 u 95.3 9 where 
Qs,l = {Check-prog, Type, In-type, Check, Id, Ty} with the same types as in M., 
Q5.2 = {And, Ty-eq, Id-eq, Ty-cond} with the same types as in MB, 
Qs,3 = {Ty-test, 1z E { int,bool,undef }} u {Id-test, 1z E { a$}} with the same types 
as in MS, 
for every i E [3], mod<*(i) = Qs,i ; 
& = Prod u A,-, u { undeJ true, false} with the same types as in Construction 4.3, 
R5 contains the following rules: 
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module 1: 
Ch~k-prog(r,(x,,D,#~,s)) 
- Check(x2,s)(Type(xl,D)(In-~~(~*,~)))O, 
TylPe(r,(X,,,,X,,T))(Y~it))(Yi) 
+ Ty_COnd(Id~~(Id(~,,~))(yi))(Ty(X2,T),y~j~)(yi))r 
Type(r,(xl.D,x*,,,x~,T))(Y~i,))(Yi) 
+ Ty-COnd(Id~(Id(X*,,))(yi))(Ty(X~,T),Type(x~,~)(y~~~~)(yi)), 
In=type(r2(X1,1,x~,T))(Yi) + undef 0, 
InltypdU~,m +,I, x&b+) 4 un&fO, 
ChecWdxl,d%,~ MydO 
+ ‘Q+dy~4t~Ud(x~,~ ))Ny&Idb,, )I), 
Ch~k(r,(x,,D,x~,s))(y~jt))O 
+ Ch=kb s)(Type(xl.D)(vcis))O, 
Cheek(q(x,,s,;,,))(Y~i,~))O 
+ And(Check(x,s)(Y~i,,,))(Check(x*,s)(Y~~~~)O), 
W,O) + a(), 
Wtd)) + W, 
TyhO) + into, 
TyhO) + boolO; 
module 2: 
And( true())(h) + ~6, 
And(falsd))b) + false0, 
Tw&O)(yt) + Ty-test,(y,) for every z E (int,bool), 
Ty-q(undef O)(yJ + false& 
Id-e&())(YJ + Id-test,(yi) for every z E (a,b), 
Ty-cond(trueO)(y~,,,y*.l) + YV, 
Ty-cond(false())(y,,,,y~,,) + ~2,~ ; 
module 3: 
for every z E {int,bool} and Z’E (int,bool,undef) with z Z 2’: 
Ty-t@,(z()) + tme(), 
Ty-test,( z’()) 4 false( ), 
for every ZJ’E {a&) with z # z’: 
Id-test,( z()) - true(), 
Id-test,(z’()) + false(). 
Homomorphism. Not necessary. 
Rather than showing a derivation of MS we expose the dependency graph of 
states in Fig. 7. This completes the descriptions of (part of) the type checking 
analysis by several types of tree transducer. 
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Fig. 7. Dependency graph of states of M5. 
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